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WI SMART Start 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The Wisconsin SMART Start is a comprehensive plan that was created with            

multiple sized sports and fitness facilities, large venues, and youth sports programs in             
mind. The impact of being considered a non-essential business has created a void in              
our state. These businesses and our staff play a vital role in the health of the                
communities we serve. Sports and fitness facilities, coaches, and trainers are essential            
guardians of youth and adults.  

We provide mental and physical activities that keep individuals and the family            
structure healthy and strong, a valuable resource to battle all kinds of illnesses,             
including COVID-19. We protect family members from depression, cardiovascular         
disease, obesity, and physical and mental assault. We provide families with           
championship experiences that impact motivation, increase confidence, and provide our          
athletes with a future and hope. 

We know we can safely re-open our essential businesses and restart our            
programs today. As a sports and fitness coalition, we would like to present our plans to                
reopen our facilities, adjust our events, and run our tournaments in small and large              
venues. 

 
FOUNDATION 

Together, our Wisconsin Sports & Fitness Coalition (1) have drafted proposed           
operating guidelines that we have named, Wisconsin SMART Start. The SMART           
acronym stands for specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and time-bound. This          
approach will promote and build the needed trust and confidence our communities            
require, as we reopen our business in this new uncharted territory. We have built and               
modified our proposal from Tucker Neale, President of Ohio Basketball (2). He            
manages some of the largest tournaments in the country. Tucker has recently worked             
with multiple government task forces in various states to help large venues continue to              
operate during the pandemic. This plan is: 

● Specific – focusing on different details within sports and fitness center and club             
activities; the adjustments are simple, yet significant 

● Measurable – built on peer reviewed scientific data and provides business/club           
owners as well as the community meaningful adjustments that ensure their safety            
activities that protect them well past the course of the pandemic 

● Attainable – providing business owners and staff strategies that are achievable in            
various sized establishments; in addition they provide the greatest impact with           
the least amount of cost to business owners and the community 

● Relevant – providing reasonable, realistic, and results driven activities that have           
the best interest of the greater community 
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● Time-bound – providing specific strategies that take into account the various           
phases of the Badger Bounce Back plan 
 

STRUCTURE 
In the following document, you will discover research that supports the SMART            

Start Plan, a strategic implementation guide, and a collection of necessary business            
roles and responsibilities that are critical to successfully managing community sports           
and fitness facilities, and sports teams during the pandemic. The research shows why             
sports and fitness businesses can reopen and why sports teams can safely compete. All              
of the strategies implemented in this plan adhere to guiding principles shared by the              
CDC and the Wisconsin Badger Bounce Back Plan. 
 
FLEXIBILITY 

The Wisconsin SMART Start Plan is a foundational plan built with hard court,             
contact sports like basketball and volleyball in mind. This SMART Start plan is             
transferable. This plan can be shared and modified for other sports and activities like              
baseball, soccer, field hockey, lacrosse, football, softball, swimming, tennis, cross          
country, paintball, and dance.  

The Wisconsin SMART Start Plan can be customized by other fitness facilities,            
indoor sports clubs, Tournament Directors, Event Administrators, and Venue Operators          
to meet the demands of their specific venues and business models to safely reopen              
across Wisconsin. 

 
ADDENDA 

In the addenda are examples of forms businesses leaders can customize to fit             
their needs. The addenda include Blaze’s reopening approach, a contact tracing form,            
health assessment, waiver document and court layouts that address the needs of social             
distancing. Additionally, the contact information for the larger group of owners and            
directors we are representing is also provided. 
 

CONCLUSION 

As a group of sports and fitness leaders in our communities, we are willing to               
help create other Wisconsin SMART Start task forces that address the specific nuances             
other activities must address. Collectively, Wisconsin can bounce back stronger. 
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THE RESEARCH 
In the first quarter of 2020, alarms were sounded that a severe pandemic had hit               

our shores. A new strain of coronavirus called Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome            
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), was discovered. The disease this novel coronavirus          
causes was named COVID-19 on February 11, 2020 (3). The world turned their             
attention to this matter. Because there was little known about this virus, everyone was              
placed in a state of emergency. 

On January 31, 2020, the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS)            
declared a public health emergency. On March 13th President Trump proclaimed that            
the COVID-19 disease constituted a National Emergency beginning March 1, 2020 (4).  

Understanding the state of affairs across the world and country, Tony Evers            
proclaimed a Health Emergency on March 12th in response to the COVID-19            
coronavirus. (5). The consensus was that hospital systems would be overwhelmed and            
personal protective equipment scarce if COVID-19 reached the numbers expected.          
“Flatten the Curve” became the world’s mantra (6). 

On March 26th, 2020 the Wisconsin Department of Health Services utilized a            
model (7) that predicted, without action, there would be 125,000 hospitalizations, and            
ultimately 117,000 deaths in Wisconsin by April 28th (8).  

Since March 12th and as of May 14th, thirty six emergency orders have been              
issued for the state of Wisconsin. Specifically, Andrea Palm, Secretary of the            
Department of Health, enacted two major Emergency Orders #4 (9) and #5 (10)             
prohibiting gatherings of more than 50 and 10 people or more on March 16th and 17th                
respectively. At the outset, any sports and fitness entity and facility took measures to              
respond and voluntarily closed their doors with these early orders. In addition two major              
“safer at home” orders #12 (11) and #28 (12) were extended on March 24th and April                
16th, and defined businesses as essential and non-essential (13). As of March 24th,             
businesses who functioned as gym and fitness centers, were labeled as “non-essential”            
and mandated to close their doors. Violation or obstruction of these orders would result              
in 30 days imprisonment or up to $250 fines, or both.  

The Wisconsin Department of Health Services (14) clearly display that even           
without a complete state wide shut down, in 71 counties, the rate of COVID-19 infection               
in our communities did not reach the levels expected. According to the 2019 United              
States Census Bureau, there are 5,822,434 people who reside in Wisconsin (15).            
According to Table 1, as of May 14th, 2020, 133,873 people have been tested in               
Wisconsin (2.29% of total population). There have been 11,275 positive COVID-19           
cases, 122,588 negative cases, 1,939 hospitalizations, and 434 deaths (16).  

We are more than 15 days past initial model forecasting results expected for April              
28th, and comparisons to date dictate that 123,180 hospitalizations and 116,600 deaths            
never transpired. 

According to the Wisconsin COVID-19 Summary Data, the case fatality rate           
(deaths/positive cases x 100) is 3.86%. The mortality rate (deaths/population x 100) is             
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.0074% or .074 deaths per 1,000 Wisconsin residents in a given year. This mortality              
rate was calculated based on COVID-19 infections as determined by Wisconsin           
Hospital Staff and as reported by the Department of Health Services (17).  

With further calculations, the best perspective we could gain is the survival rate             
of COVID-19. Survival rate is the percentage of people in a study or treatment group still                
alive for a given period of time after diagnosis. The survival rate is often people in a                 
study or treatment group who are alive five years after their diagnosis. Because we              
don’t have the luxury of time and we lack population based data from the CDC to                
calculate the statistically relevant survival rate, we can at minimum share the actual             
number of survivors. As of May 10, 2020, out of 10,219 individuals who tested positive               
for COVID-19, 9,819 of them survived. The low mortality rate gives us a more favorable               
picture compared to earlier models. This is a positive outlook for our state and a reason                
for opening up all our businesses when safety guidelines are implemented. 

 
Table 1. COVID-19 Summary for the state of Wisconsin 

 
As increased testing continues throughout the country, serologic tests will give us            

an even clearer picture of the rate of mortality, driving the rate even lower (18).               
Serologic tests discover antibodies in the blood of people who are tested after infection.              
These tests look for the presence of antibodies to the SARS-CoV-2 antigen. When             
antibodies are detected, it shows that the individual was exposed to the SARS-CoV-2             
virus and the individual has had an immune response to SARS-CoV-2 antigens. These             
individuals are typically asymptomatic, who didn’t present with significant symptoms and           
therefore, didn’t go to the hospital, or who had symptoms, but did not have tests               
available to them (19). 

According to a serology study performed by the University of Miami Miller School             
of Medicine, a random sampling of 1,800 individuals showed that the actual rate of              
infection is 16.5 times the numbers captured in testing facilities and hospitals, raising             
the infection rate between 4.4% and 7.9% of the population (20). There have been              
questions regarding whether one can extrapolate data across populations and time, and            
when so doing with early models, lends itself to error. This data is compelling, however,               
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for at a minimum, it proves, we have more infected individuals in our community. These               
findings show the possible increased infection rates in our communities, and therefore,            
decreased mortality rates. Increased serologic testing is needed to get a more valid             
picture of the true rate of infection in our community. 

We believe a return to business for sports and fitness entities and athletes is               
feasible and necessary. The majority of our population we manage are athletes            
between the ages of 10 and 19, and secondarily 20 to 45. Tables 2, 3, and 4 from the                   
Wisconsin State Department of Health, show that the number of positive cases of these              
age groups are some of the lowest in our state (21). Out of 11,275 positive COVID-19                
cases in Wisconsin, 523 of them were 10-19 years old, 18 of those youngsters were               
hospitalized, and fortunately there were zero fatalities. There is no morbidity number at             
all for those infected. Ten to nineteen year olds made up only 4% of the total number of                  
COVID-19 cases in Wisconsin.  

We find similarities in the second age group. At the 20-29 age group, 1,844              
individuals tested positive, 84 were hospitalized and four individuals deceased. We           
continue to see similar findings in the 30-39 and 40-49 year old age groups.  

Findings show individuals between the ages of 60-69 were the most susceptible            
to hospitalization, the need for critical care, and increased death rates, along with             
individuals from 70-79 years of age. Athletes who make up over 85% of our clientele are                
the lowest risk age groups. 

 

 
Table 2. Summary of COVID-19 cases by age group 
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Table 3. Percent COVID-19 cases by age in Wisconsin 
 

 
Table 4. Percent COVID-19 cases with each age group never hospitalized in WI 
  

We believe that sports and fitness businesses are ready and able to open up              
across our state. We know more about this strain of Coronavirus and how it is               
transmitted (22). We know that there is a low rate of infection in the young. It can                 
survive in the air for three hours, and on surfaces up to 3 days without disinfection (23).                 
We have safety measures like social distancing, usage of masks, disinfection routines,            
and handwashing as a means to lower the rate of spread, and protect the most               
vulnerable (24). The virus will spread; that is inevitable (25). But while it does, we don’t                
have to stop living.  

All businesses labeled “non-essential” have suffered tremendous losses. When         
there is zero to limited amounts of revenue, and ongoing expenses, the business, the              
employees, and the clients suffer. Youth sports entities have seen the hardest hit. In the               
world of sports, revenue for seasons in motion that were cut short in March 2020, and                
upcoming spring and summer seasons that may not transpire, have forced owners to             
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refunded monies whose collections started in fall of 2019. This negative influence is             
greater than anyone could imagine where the impact on our businesses is not just in the                
current eight week firestorm from COVID-19, but effectively nine months of pre, current,             
and post COVID-19 fallouts due to schedule changes. 

In addition, both personal and group training are most effective in a face to face               
environment. In order to train groups and teams for competition, face to face interaction              
is the only option. Stripped of this right, coaches and athletes suffer, lose out on               
personal and professional growth opportunities, and recruiting opportunities that will          
determine their advancements in their high school, collegiate, and professional worlds.           
Athletes are seeing a continued negative wave of disappointments. From shortened           
seasons, lost championships, and school and graduation experiences that can never be            
restored. Their faith in our community and political process is being eroded. 

Event coordinators and venue operators cannot function in this environment. It            
takes months to schedule, organize, and plan events. When cancelled, as we are             
continually experiencing, it limits the ability of sports programs to provide a quality             
season. We must be guaranteed certainty that we have the right to open, and run our                
businesses strategically. Business leaders are not only innovators, but strategic          
partners in the community. There is absolute guarantee that sports and fitness owners             
across our state can implement guidelines that other “essential” businesses have been            
afforded, and do it even more effectively. 

As businesses open across the country, activity increases, testing becomes more           
widespread, and sound treatment options are available, we are confident sports and            
fitness businesses across Wisconsin can also open up today. The Wisconsin SMART            
Start Plan is essential in providing guidance to our business partners, and confidence to              
health departments and the community.  

As a sports and fitness coalition, we collectively agree to use the guidance             
proposed by the CDC, the Wisconsin Badger Bounce Back Plan (26), Guidance for             
Gyms & Fitness Centers (27), and the WI SMART Start Plan (28), while tracking              
Wisconsin’s Gating Criteria (29) and status of Hospitals (30), to safely reopen our             
businesses today. You can find updated notes about our WI SMART Start Plan and the               
full list of additional supporters on our Wisconsin SMART Start resources page (28). 
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THE GUIDE 

 
The following SMART Start guide is a step by step approach that includes all the               

activities that government and health officials deem necessary for the safety of            
customers and clients. Businesses can open if they prove their ability to implement             
these recommended safety measures. Review and implement these additional         
measures to improve the confidence and safety of your sports and fitness clients. 

 
1. Implement flow and spacing changes to meet social distancing demands  
2. Adjust schedules to improve safety and required changes 
3. Increase disinfecting strategies 
4. Count safety supplies and make needed purchases 
5. Review and adjust roles and responsibilities as needed 
6. Update liability waivers to include COVID-19 language 
7. Implement symptom assessment plan for staff, clients, and customers 
8. Ensure software reports include contact tracing details required by health          

departments 
9. Communicate with your clientele and share the safety measures you are           

implementing 
10.Work with your local county health officer to review your measured plan to safely              

run your business and events 
a. Research contact information for county health officer 
b. Contact county health officer to discuss your plan submission 
c. Submit plan to county health officer per any criteria reviewed in your            

discussion 
i. Make sure to contact and submit your plan well in advance of your             

event date.  
ii. A 1-month minimum lead for large events is suggested 
iii. Ask for plan approval 2 days after submission 

d. Request signature and dated letter of approval on official county          
letterhead 

i. Upon receipt of approval, scan approval letter to electronic file 
ii. Keep letter of approval accessible at all times 

e. File an official hard copy of the letter at your headquarters 
f. If approval is for a specific event, post hard copies of the approval letter at               

any head tables or prominent locations within the venue. 
11.Market your safety measures to increase community trust and confidence in the            

sports and fitness industry 
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
When the WI SMART Start guide is implemented, safety is increased, efficacy is             

inevitable, and confidence is assured. There are seven roles we have focused on to              
ensure a comprehensive consistency in this process. There are seven roles describing            
additional responsibilities that assure compliance during the pandemic.  

 
The seven roles addressed include: 

● Facility Management 
● Employees/Staff 
● Event Administration 
● Systems Administration & Contact Tracing 
● Event Athletes, Coaches, Players, Referees, and Scorekeepers 
● Practice Administration 
● Spectators 

 
Each role has responsibilities that are categorized as mandatory or best practice            

strategies. The mandatory and best practice strategies are broken into phases, to            
provide a stricter but safer stepwise approach to reopening. These two levels along with              
the phased reopening guidelines give businesses and sports organizations the flexibility           
to take on practices that meet safety demands, are attainable for their individual             
business, and doesn’t create a negative financial impact.  

Businesses should implement each phase in a well thought through timeline.           
Businesses should adhere to phases for a minimum of 2 weeks proving the ability that               
order can be established and citizens can adhere to safety guidelines (26, 27, 28), as               
the state continues to gather infection and morbidity rates. Businesses should           
understand Wisconsin’s gating criteria and gating metrics (29), the state of Wisconsin            
hospitals (30), and adjust their businesses back to earlier phases if at any time there is                
a significant decline in the hospital’s ability to test and care for infectious patients.              
Businesses should work with their local municipalities implementing these guidelines to           
gain the trust and confidence of the community.  
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Facility Management 
Mandatory 
Phase 1 - Groups of 10 or Less  

● Establish maximum capacity protocols 
○ Phase 1 - Groups of 10 or less  
○ Phase 2 - Groups of 50 or less 
○ Phase 3 - No restriction 

● Post important sanitary signage: 
○ Social Distancing 
○ Hand Washing 
○ Surface and Equipment Cleaning  

● Implement disinfection process for high-contact surfaces  
● Create one direction only entrance and exit flow patterns 
● Ensure minimum of 6 feet between participants, if not possible, install barriers 
● Install protective barrier to separate front table staff from entrance 
● Discontinue self-service vending, concession stands, and product samples  
● Close food court area seating 
● Close drinking fountains; touchless water bottle fillers can still be used 
● Close lobby areas except for egress (can enter/exit only)  
● Maximize available checkout space to promote social distancing (e.g., space 

customer lines with floor markers, use alternate registers)  
● Close locker rooms 
● No bleacher seating 
● No spectators 
● Create 6’ space considerations between each workout area (ie. workout space, 

between courts, etc.)  

Phase 2 - Groups of 50 or Less  

● Continue sanitary signage and disinfection protocols 
● Keep drinking fountains closed; touchless water bottle fillers can still be used 
● Common areas can open as long as 6’ restrictions are employed 
● Consider implementation of maximum safety measures that include using one 

court for seating and walkways and another court for competition during Phase 2 
rollout 

● Chair seating must stay 6’ apart.  Mark floor for location of chairs 
● Bleacher Seating Allowed if 6’ restrictions are adhered to 

Phase 3 - No Maximum Group Limits 
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Best Practices for Facility Managers 
● Close retail sales during phase one 
● Close once a week for deep cleaning during phase one 
● Install wash stations in large conference centers where necessary during first two 

phases 
● Create separate screening / assessment / check-in entrance during first two 

phases 
● Eliminate all “Common Areas” where people congregate for first two phases 
● Provide facial coverings upon request during first two phases 
● Use contactless payments where possible/applicable during first two phases 
● Implement Video Streaming Service that allows spectators to view event during 

first two phases 
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Employees / Staff 

Mandatory 
Phase 1 - Groups of 10 or Less 

● Sign off on COVID-19 waiver and symptom tracker 
● Collect waivers from participants 
● Collect required information from participants for contact tracing 

○ Full Name 
○ Physical Address 
○ Phone Number 
○ Email Address 
○ Gender 

● 6 feet of social distancing between staff and participants as much as possible 
● Require employees to stay home if symptomatic (see symptom assessment 

below) 
● Require regular handwashing by employees, spectators, coaches, players and 

referees 
● Place hand sanitizers in high-contact locations 
● Carry hand sanitizer with you at all times 
● Clean workout spaces and equipment with provided sanitizing materials 
● Maintain maximum group limits of 10 or less with 6’ social distancing 

requirements 
● Review and enforce mandatory and best practice guidelines for all roles 

described in the SMART Start plan 

Phase 2 - Groups of 50 or Less  

● Continue mandatory Phase 1 waiver collection, contact tracing, and sanitation 
and disinfection practices 

● Maintain maximum group limits of 50 or less with 6’ social distancing 
requirements 

● Spectators allowed 
● Maintain if not possible, install barriers 

Phase 3 - No Maximum Group Limits 

● Continue waiver, contact tracing, sanitary signage, and disinfection protocols 
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Best Practices for Employees/Staff 

● Through phase two, perform daily symptom assessment that includes questions 
regarding: 

○ Fever - must be fever (100.4 degrees) free for 72 hours 
○ Persistent cough 
○ Difficulty breathing 
○ Chills 
○ Muscle Pain 
○ Sore Throat 
○ Loss of taste or smell 
○ Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
○ International travel in the past 14 days 

● Wear face masks at all times through phase two 
● No more than 4 people in any offices or facility headquarters through phase two 
● Reduce sharing of work materials and equipment through phase two 
● Limit congregation in common areas like concessions, parking lot, lobbies or 

hallways through phase two 
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Event Administration 
Mandatory 
Phase 1 - Groups of 10 or Less 

● Sign off on COVID-19 waiver and symptom tracker 
● Establish maximum capacity management for Phase 1 and Phase 2 compliance 
● Collect required information for contact tracing from employees/staff, spectators, 

players, coaches, referees, scorekeepers, and any other participants 
● Full Name 
● Physical Address 
● Phone Number 
● Email Address 
● Gender 

● Maintain contact tracing log and COVID-19 waivers 
● Enforce sanitation and disinfection policies 
● Sports participants use their own equipment 
● Enforce Social Distancing according to phases and venue rules 

● Individual and small group trainings and practices limited to 10 
● No physical high fives or pre or post game hand shaking 
● No spectators 

Phase 2 - Groups of 50 or Less 

● Continue enforcing mandatory Phase 1 waiver collection, contact tracing, and 
sanitation and disinfection practices 

● Enforce Social Distancing according to phases and venue rules 
● Group trainings and practices limited to 35 maximum capacity 
● Contact sports allowed per the following guidelines: 

● No exemption waiver needed if employing: 
■ 1v1, 2v2, 3v3 with max 4 team members, 1 coach per team, 1 ref, 1 

scorekeeper, 10 chaperones or spectators per team 
■ 4v4 with max of 8 team members, 2 coaches per team, 2 refs, 2 

scorekeepers, 12 chaperones or spectators per team 
● Special exemption waiver from municipality needed if employing: 

■ Competition of 5v5, 6v6 with max 12 team members each, 3 
coaches, 3 refs, 3 scorekeepers, 8 chaperones or spectators per 
team allowed 

● Enforce 6’ foot spacing for spectators 
● Keep drinking fountains closed; touchless water bottle fillers can still be used 
● Clean bench and dispose of trash after each game 
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● Sanitize shared balls and equipment between trainings, practices, and games 
● Control one direction entrance and exit flow 
● Review, manage, and enforce mandatory and best practice guidelines for all 

roles described in the SMART Start plan 

Best Practices for Event Administrators 

● No on-site vendors through phase two; sell and ship merchandise online 
● Provide facial coverings upon request through phase two 
● Execute all financial transactions online through phase two 
● Schedule teams in waves to minimize wait time between practices and games 

through phase two 
● “Touchless Entry” into the facility through phase two 
● Acquire daily symptom assessments that include reporting on the following 

through phase two: 
○ Fever - must be fever (100.4 degrees) free for 72 hours 
○ Persistent cough 
○ Difficulty breathing 
○ Chills 
○ Muscle Pain 
○ Sore Throat 
○ Loss of taste or smell 
○ Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
○ International travel in the past 14 days 
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Systems Administration 
Contact Tracing 

Implementation 

● Purpose of Contact Tracing (CT). Contact Tracing is a multi-state and national 
approach to 

● Identifying infected individuals 
● Tracing infected individuals 
● Quarantining infected individuals 
● Supporting infected individuals 

● Steps in choosing contact tracing technology to assist municipalities: 
● Assess software options that meet contact tracing requirements 
● Select software that fits your organization 
● Train staff on software to capture mandatory information  

Data Collection 

● Collect information when an individual: 
● Enters your facility 
● Participates in your event 

● Collect the following information for all employees, staff, coaches, players, 
referees, scorekeepers, and spectators 

● Full Name 
● Physical Address 
● Phone Number 
● Email Address 
● Gender 
● Team Name (athletes and coaches only) 

Reporting 

● Consolidate all data into a centralized database 
● Establish reporting process  
● Provide data to authorities upon request 
● Implement Policy and Procedures to utilize data according to HIPPA regulations  
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Event Athletes, Coaches, Players, 
Referees, & Scorekeepers 

Mandatory 
Phases 1 and 2 

● Sign off on COVID-19 waiver and symptom tracker 
● Provide Information for contact tracing 
● Ensure minimum 6 feet between others when: 

○ Entering/exiting facility 
○ Participating in training/practices/games when possible or instructed 
○ During time-outs 
○ Between games 

● Bring and use personal water bottle/drink 
● Only use touchless water fountain to fill water bottles 
● Bring your own balls and/or equipment  
● No physical high fives or pre or post game hand shaking 
● Maintain social distancing during captains meeting with referees 
● Clean bench and dispose of trash after trainings, practices, and games 
● Sanitize balls after each training, practice, and game 
● Do not bring personal chairs or seats into facility 
● Avoid contact with non-personal items as much as possible  

Best Practices for Participants 
Phases 1 and 2 

● Wear face coverings at all times when exiting or entering the building 
● Do not share any apparel, shoes, or headwear 
● Sign waiver on Covid-19 
● Use hand sanitizer as much as possible: halftime, post game, between games 
● Provide daily symptom assessments that include questions about the following: 

○ Fever - must be fever (100.4 degrees) free for 72 hours 
○ Persistent cough 
○ Difficulty breathing 
○ Chills 
○ Muscle Pain 
○ Sore Throat 
○ Loss of taste or smell 
○ Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
○ International travel in the past 14 days 
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Practice Administration 
Mandatory 
Phase 1 - Groups of 10 or Less 

● Coaches Kit should be carried to all practices and facilities and include: 
● Hand sanitizers 
● Cleaning supplies 
● First aid kit 

● Ensure athletes perform daily waiver checks  
● Ensure symptom assessments are verbally passed that include: 

● Fever - must be fever (100.4 degrees) free for 72 hours 
● Persistent cough 
● Difficulty breathing 
● Chills 
● Muscle Pain 
● Sore Throat 
● Loss of taste or smell 
● Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
● International travel in the past 14 days 

● Log practice attendance for contact tracing measures 
● Enforce Social Distancing according to phases and venue rules 

● Phase 1 - 10 people maximum, No spectators 
● Phase 2 - 50 people maximum including spectators, 6’ spacing restriction 

● Enforce face covering guidelines established by venue operators 
● Remind players to: 

● Bring and use personal ball / equipment 
● Bring and use personal water bottles (no sharing) 
● No water fountain usage except to fill bottles if touchless fountain is open 
● No sharing of equipment (when possible) 

● An exemption waiver is needed by local municipality for the following competition 
if local or state guidelines otherwise restrict this activity: 

● 1v1, 2v2, 3v3 with max 4 team members, 1 coach per team, 1 ref, 1 
scorekeeper, 10 chaperones or spectators per team 

● Clean and dispose of all trash after each practice 
● Disinfect chairs, balls, and any other equipment used during training / practices 
● Ensure players follow entrance and exit patterns established for each facility 
● Review guidelines for all roles described in the SMART Start plan 
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Phase 2 - Groups of 50 or Less 

● Continue mandatory Phase 1 waiver collection, contact tracing, and sanitation 
and disinfection practices 

● The following competition is allowed without a local municipality waiver: 
● 1v1, 2v2, 3v3 with max 4 team members, 1 coach per team, 1 ref, 1 

scorekeeper, 10 chaperones or spectators per team 
● An exemption waiver is needed by local municipality for the following competition 

if local or state guidelines otherwise restrict this activity: 
● 4v4 with max of 8 team members, 2 coaches per team, 2 refs, 2 

scorekeepers, 12 chaperones or spectators per team 
● 5v5 or 6v6 with max 12 team members each, 3 coaches per team, 3 refs, 

3 scorekeepers, 12 chaperones or spectators per team allowed 
● 7v7 or 9v9 outside only with max 15 team members each, 4 coaches per 

team, 3 refs, 5 scorekeepers, 50 chaperones and spectators per each 
team if gathering is outside and 6’ social distancing measures are enacted 
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Spectators 

Mandatory 
Phase 1 - Groups of 10 or Less, No Spectators Allowed 
Phase 2 - Groups 50 or Less, Spectators Allowed with Restrictions 

● Provide Information for contact tracing 
○ Full Name 
○ Physical Address 
○ Phone Number 
○ Email Address 
○ Gender 

● Sign off on COVID-19 waiver 
● Ensure minimum 6 feet between others when entering/exiting facility and viewing 

games/practice 
● Adhere to venue rules and regulations 
● Bring and use personal water bottle/drink 
● Cannot bring personal chairs or seats into facility 
● Avoid contact with non-personal items as much as possible  

Best Practices for Spectators 

Phase 1 and 2 

● Wear face coverings at all times 
● No Concessions 
● No standing in common areas like concessions, parking lots, lobbies or hallways 
● Follow daily symptom assessments in the following areas: 

○ Fever - must be fever (100.4 degrees) free for 72 hours 
○ Persistent cough 
○ Difficulty breathing 
○ Chills 
○ Muscle Pain 
○ Sore Throat 
○ Loss of taste or smell 
○ Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
○ International travel in the past 14 days 
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Addendum A 

Blaze Sports & Fitness Phase 1 Communication 
 
Dear Blaze Sports & Fitness Family,  
 
We remain committed to providing a safe and healthy environment for all of our 
athletes, coaches, staff, and families. We acknowledge that this is an unprecedented 
situation that calls for unique solutions to protect the health of the community.  
 
After review of current recommendations and conversations with local public health 
officials, we have made the decision to open at this time. During Phase 1 of the 
Wisconsin Badger Bounce Back Plan, Blaze Sports & Fitness will operate with a limited 
schedule on an appointment only basis until further notice. As this is an ever-changing 
situation, there may be additional schedule modification as we progress.  
 
Beginning May 18, 2020 we will offer the following schedule: 

● Adult Fitness Classes (CAPACITY 6) 
○ Monday through Thursday: 5am, 6am, 7am, 8am, and 5:15pm 
○ Friday: 5am, 6am, 7am, 8am 
○ Limit: 1 hour per person 
○ MUST register in advance; no more than 48 hours in advance 

● Open Fitness (CAPACITY 6) 
○ Monday through Friday 9am-2pm 
○ Bookings will be available in 1 hour time slots 
○ Must be 13 years old and older 
○ 13 and 14 year old must workout with a second adult family member 
○ Limit: 1 hour per person 
○ MUST register in advance; no more than 48 hours in advance 

● Appointment Only Hoop Time 
○ Monday through Friday 8:30am-2:30pm 
○ Bookings will be available in 1 hour time slots 
○ Limit: 1 hour per person 
○ MUST register in advance; no more than 48 hours in advance 
○ Limited to no more than 1 athlete per hoop or 3 from same family 
○ You must bring your own basketball 
○ Dr. Dish and Blaze equipment will NOT be available during this time 

 
Locker Rooms will be closed during Phase 1 of our re-opening.  Large and personal 
bathrooms will be available. 
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Blaze Sports & Fitness will be CLOSED to ALL clients Saturday afternoons and 
Sundays during Phase 1 of the Badger Bounce Back Plan to allow us to perform an 
additional deep cleaning routine.  
 
With the modified schedule comes additional responsibilities on all of our parts. We ask 
that you follow all recommendations as outlined by the CDC including:  

● Stay home if you are sick 
● Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after 

blowing your nose, coughing or sneezing and going to the bathroom 
● Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands 
● Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash  
● Take the daily symptom assessment before checking-in. Take your temperature 

with a thermometer, and assess yourself for the following symptoms. If you have 
the following symptoms, stay home. 

○ Fever - must be fever (99.5 degrees) free for 72 hours 
○ Persistent cough 
○ Difficulty breathing 
○ Chills 
○ Muscle Pain 
○ Sore Throat 
○ Loss of taste or smell 
○ Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
○ International travel in the past 14 days 

● Sign off on our COVID-19 waiver 

In addition, in order to use Blaze during Wisconsin reopening phases, you must adhere 
to the policies regarding entrance into the building, maximum capacities, and cleaning 
and hygiene requirements. Our goal is to keep people healthy, active, and working. We 
appreciate your help making this happen.  

● Clean your workout space and equipment with the provided supplies after you 
are finished.  

● Maintain 6’ personal space during workouts.  
● No waiting in the lobby. Our lobby area will be closed until further notice. 
● Locker rooms will not be available for use - Phase 1 only 
● Please limit items you bring to your coat, shoes, and water bottle.  
● Cancel at least 24 hrs in advance if you are unable to make your reserved time.  
● Be considerate of those who need to work, and consider avoiding “before work” 

times, if you can. 
 

We will continue to communicate with you as this situation develops and we receive 
guidance and information from health officials. In the meantime, please stay tuned to 
our website (www.blaze365.com) and social media channels for up to date information 
and direct your questions to team@blaze365.com.  
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Addendum B 
Enspire365, LLC Covid-19 Contact Tracing, Assessment, and Waiver 

 
Staff / Visitor Name: __________________________ Today’s Date: _____________Time:__________ 
 
Staff / Visitor Physical Address, City & State:_____________________________________________ 
 
Phone Number: ___________________________ Email Address:_____________________________ 
 
Current Venue: _____________________________ Current Location: _________________________ 
 
Temperature of Staff/Visitor: _______________ Initials of Temperature Agent: ______________ 
 
PLEASE ANSWER ALL THREE QUESTIONS BELOW AND SIGN FOR APPROVAL 
 
1. Do you have any of the following symptoms (circle all that apply): 
 
a. Fever of 100.4 in the last 72 hours     b. Persistent cough     c. Difficulty breathing     d. Chills  
 
e. Muscle pain     f.  Sore throat    g.  Loss of taste or smell   h. None of the above 
 
2. Have you had personal close contact (live with, provide direct care for) with anyone who is                 
known to have or suspected to have COVID-19 (Coronavirus)?    YES   or   NO 
 
3. Have you traveled internationally in the past 14 days?    YES   or   NO 
a. If so, where have you traveled? ___________________________________________ 
 
b. What was your date of return to the United States? ____________________________ 
 

LIABILITY WAIVER 
I understand that I am choosing to enter this place of business and am undertaking a course of fitness and/or sports training that will involve 

risks, that include, but not limited to, intense physical activity and exertion, and contracting COVID-19, and other infectious diseases. By signing this 
Agreement, I certify that I am in good health, and am not experiencing any symptoms related to COVID-19, or any other infectious disease.  I certify 
that I have been advised to consult a physician to ensure that my participation in the training program can be done safely. I certify that I (or Participant) 
have/has full medical insurance with the company listed in my registration. I agree to indemnify, hold harmless and release Enspire365, LLC, and its 
affiliate businesses, that include but is not limited to, Blazing Hearts, the Wisconsin Blaze and Wisconsin Blaze Pro, along with its Trainers, Employees, 
Assistants, Members and Volunteers (together the “Indemnified Parties”), from any and all fault, liabilities, claims, demands, damages, lawsuits cost, or 
expenses, including, but not limited to, all attorney’s fees, arising out of, related to or connected with: my presence at and/or participation in any training 
program. I furthermore waive for myself and for my executors, personal representatives, administrators, assignees, heirs and next of kin, any and all 
rights and claims for damages, losses, demands and any other actions or claims whatsoever, which I may have or which may arise against the 
Indemnified Parties (including, but not limited to, my death and/or any and all injuries, damages or illnesses suffered by me or my property), which may, 
in any way whatsoever, arise out of, be related to or be connected with: any training course; the Premises, including any latent defect in the Premises; 
my presence on or use of said Premises; and my property (whether or not entrusted to Trainer). The Indemnified Parties shall not be liable for any 
damages whatsoever. I, on behalf of me and on behalf of my executors, personal representatives, administrators, assignees, heirs and next of kin, 
hereby expressly release the Indemnified Parties from any and all such claims and liabilities. I hereby expressly assume the risk of taking part in any 
course of training. I hereby acknowledge, and agree that I have read this instrument and understand its terms and am executing this instrument 
voluntarily. I furthermore acknowledge and agree that I have read, understand and will at all times abide by all rules and procedures stated by one or 
more of the Indemnified Parties. I expressly agree that this instrument is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by law and that if any 
provision of this instrument is held invalid or otherwise unenforceable, the enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not be impaired thereby. No 
remedy conferred by any of the specific provisions of this instrument is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy, and each and every remedy shall 
be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law or in equity, or by statute or otherwise. This instrument 
binds me and my executors, personal representatives, administrators, assignees, heirs and next of kin. 

 
___________________________________ ________________________________ 
Signature Date and Year  
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Addendum C 

Enspire365’s COVID-19 Waiver 

 
I understand that I am choosing to enter this place of business and am undertaking a course of                  

fitness and/or sports training that will involve risks, that include, but not limited to, intense physical activity                 
and exertion, and contracting COVID-19, and other infectious diseases. By signing this Agreement, I              
certify that I am in good health, and am not experiencing any symptoms related to COVID-19, or any                  
other infectious disease. I certify that I am checking the following symptoms every time before I attend                 
any Blaze Sports & Fitness and/or Wisconsin Blaze, or Wisconsin Blaze Pro event that includes, but is                 
not limited to, classes, trainings, or practices if I have any of the following symptoms: Fever of 100.4 in the                    
last 72 hours, persistent cough, difficulty breathing, chills, muscle pain, sore throat, and/or loss of taste or                 
smell. I certify that I have been advised to consult a physician to ensure that my participation in the                   
training program can be done safely. I certify that I (or Participant) have/has full medical insurance with                 
the company listed in my registration.  

I agree to indemnify, hold harmless and release Enspire365, LLC, and its affiliate businesses, 
that include but is not limited to, Blazing Hearts, the Wisconsin Blaze and Wisconsin Blaze Pro, along with 
its Trainers, Employees, Assistants, Members and Volunteers (together the “Indemnified Parties”), from 
any and all fault, liabilities, claims, demands, damages, lawsuits cost, or expenses, including, but not 
limited to, all attorney’s fees, arising out of, related to or connected with: my presence at and/or 
participation in any training program. I furthermore waive for myself and for my executors, personal 
representatives, administrators, assignees, heirs and next of kin, any and all rights and claims for 
damages, losses, demands and any other actions or claims whatsoever, which I may have or which may 
arise against the Indemnified Parties (including, but not limited to, my death and/or any and all injuries, 
damages or illnesses suffered by me or my property), which may, in any way whatsoever, arise out of, be 
related to or be connected with: any training course; the Premises, including any latent defect in the 
Premises; my presence on or use of said Premises; and my property (whether or not entrusted to 
Trainer). The Indemnified Parties shall not be liable for any damages whatsoever. I, on behalf of me and 
on behalf of my executors, personal representatives, administrators, assignees, heirs and next of kin, 
hereby expressly release the Indemnified Parties from any and all such claims and liabilities.  

I hereby expressly assume the risk of taking part in any course of training. I hereby acknowledge, 
and agree that I have read this instrument and understand its terms and am executing this instrument 
voluntarily. I furthermore acknowledge and agree that I have read, understand and will at all times abide 
by all rules and procedures stated by one or more of the Indemnified Parties. I expressly agree that this 
instrument is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by law and that if any provision of this 
instrument is held invalid or otherwise unenforceable, the enforceability of the remaining provisions shall 
not be impaired thereby. No remedy conferred by any of the specific provisions of this instrument is 
intended to be exclusive of any other remedy, and each and every remedy shall be cumulative and shall 
be in addition to every other remedy now or hereafter existing at law or in equity, or by statute or 
otherwise. I certify that I approve of and will follow the complete liability waiver, terms, and conditions as 
stated in Enspire365’s system in whole. I agree that signing this waiver is in addition to all other waiver, 
terms, and conditions and does not exclude me from abiding by all the terms in the comprehensive 
waiver.  This instrument binds me and my executors, personal representatives, administrators, assignees, 
heirs and next of kin. 
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___________________________________ ________________________________ 
Signature Date and Year 
 
______________________________________ ___________________________________ 
Printed Name Phone Number 
 
___________________________________ ________________________________ 
Physical Address Email 
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Addendum D 

TFN’s RUN FOR ROSES CLASSIC, 2020 EVENT UPDATE 
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Addendum E 
 

WISCONSIN IMPACT  
Risk Mitigation for Basketball Tournament  

 
Dear Club Directors: 
  
We are very excited to be able to hold our first tournament of this club season. While we 
want to ensure the players are able to play games, we are taking the following steps to 
help reduce the number of people gathered in the building at one time and to screen 
personnel as they enter the building. 
  
1.  Attendance will be limited to: 
  
 - One Coach per Team 
 - One Volunteer Scorer/Timer per Team  

(This is NEW - note that this allows every player to have one parent watch 
without any responsibilities.) 

 - Players 
 - Only one parent/guardian/fan per player will be allowed - this person must be 
identified on the electronic waiver. Please inform families that extra family members 
including siblings WILL NOT be allowed to enter the event. 
 
For example, let’s say your team has 10 players - your team has a maximum of 22 
attendees: 
 
1 coach 
1 scorer 
10 players 
10 fans 
 
Teams are allowed to have more than 1 coach on the bench - but assistants must be 
accounted for in above tally 
  
2.  Everyone that will enter the building on Saturday (6/13/2020) should complete 
an electronic waiver by Friday (6/12/2020) at NOON: 
  
For Team Coaches and the Volunteer Scorer/Timer:  
Team Coaches and Volunteer Scorer/Timer Waiver Link 
  
For Team Participants and their one additional parent/guardian/spectator: 
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Participant plus one Waiver Link 
  
We will run a report Friday afternoon and send to Club Directors identifying the waivers 
received. It's up to the Club Directors and Team Coaches to follow-up on missing 
waivers. If a player doesn't have a waiver electronically submitted on Friday, they 
should expect delays to enter the building on Saturday, so please encourage your 
families to get their waivers submitted ASAP. 
  
3.  Building entrance procedures (Waiver and Temperature Check): 
  
All players, coaches, referees, and spectators will need to check in at the tournament 
desk prior to entering the building to confirm 1) a waiver has been submitted and 2) to 
receive a forehead temperature check to ensure their temperature is less than 100 
degrees F.  Anyone with a temperature of 100 degrees F or more will not be allowed to 
enter the building. 
  
Finally, our experience has been that our players, families, and coaches are all excited 
to get the club season going, but please remind everyone that they should stay home if: 
  
1.  They have been or had close contact with any persons diagnosed with COVID-19 
within the last 14 days; 
2. They have experienced any cold or Flu like symptoms in the last 72 hours; or 
3. They have experienced a fever over 100.4 degrees F in last 72 hours and are not 
taking fever reducing medicine. 
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2020	Impact	One-Day	Events

 

June 13, 14, 26, 27, 28 

Location: Center Court, 815 Northview Road, Waukesha 

Entry Fee: $250 per event 

Divisions: 
 Open (11th/10th) 
 Platinum (11th/10th/9th) 
 Diamond (10th/9th/8th) 
 Gold (8th/7th) 
 Silver (7th/6th) 
 Bronze (6th/5th) 
 Copper (5th/4th) 

Games: 3 running clock games per team (clock stops last 30 seconds of  
first half and last 2 minutes of second half while margin < 20 points) 

Admission: No admission fee - but attendance is limited! 

Awards/Prizes: None. No score reporting - focus is on getting teams 
games against appropriate competition and getting back on the court  

Scorers/Timers: Each team is responsible for providing one volunteer (from 
among the designated attendees) to work the table each game 

Event Details

Event Dates



2020	Impact	One-Day	Events

Attending Teams: Only teams from Wisconsin are allowed to participate 

Attendance Policy: Each team is limited to total attendance equal to 
2x the number of players plus 1. This potentially allows for 1 parent or 
guardian per player plus a non-parent coach. (Note: Teams are free to 
allocate attendance however they wish within a given team, subject to 
the above formula) 

Scheduling: Each team will play 3 games in 5 to 6 hours on a single day. 
Most teams will be part of a pool of 4 teams with round robin play, which 
limits the close contact exposure to a smaller group 

Temperature Scanning: Temperatures will be taken at the door for all 
attendees, including workers, officials, coaches, players, and fans 

Hand Sanitizers: Will be available at the entrance/exit and at each 
scoring table 

Athletic Trainer: On site 

Masks: Recommended for anyone not actively participating in a game 
but not required 

No Team Handshakes 

Concessions: Available with workers following appropriate protocol 

Bathrooms: Available with frequent cleaning 

Social Distancing: Attendees should employ common sense, personal 
responsibility, and practice social distancing whenever possible 

Waivers: All attendees will be required to sign a waiver (players must have  
waiver signed by parent/guardian) 

Risk Mitigation



2020	Impact	One-Day	Events

Basketballs: The officials will choose a basketball from among the warm-up basketballs 
provided by each team. Please note that Wisconsin Impact hosts “non-shooting” 
events: players/spectators will not be allowed to dribble on the sidelines or shoot 
during breaks. Please communicate to your families that no basketballs should be 
brought into the gym other than what your team will use during warm-ups, and those 
basketballs should only be used during that time - not in lobby/hallway or during 
stoppage in play!  

All games will be officiated per WIAA rules with the following exceptions: 

Game Length: 20-minute running clock halves (stopping for timeouts, injuries, delays, 
etc.). Clock will stop on dead balls during the last 30 seconds of the 1st half and the 
last 2 minutes of the 2nd half. (While the margin is 20+, the clock won’t stop in last 2 
minutes of 2nd half except for timeouts and injuries.) 

Warm-Up Length: From conclusion of prior game until scheduled start time (minimum 
of 3 minutes if we are running late). Games only start early with mutual consent of all 
parties. 

Halftime: 3 minutes (may be shortened as necessary). 

Timeouts – 3 30-second timeouts. Timeouts do not carry over to overtime, but each 
team is awarded one timeout for the first overtime only. 

Overtime – first overtime is 2 minutes with stopped clock. Subsequent overtimes are 1 
minute each (with no timeouts). 

Fouls / Free Throws – Players are disqualified on 6th foul. Double bonus shot on 10th 
team foul of each half - no single bonus prior to that. 2nd team foul in last 2 minutes 
(and any subsequent foul) triggers double bonus. 

Technicals – 2 points and the ball; player technicals count as personal fouls; if a player 
or coach receives 2 or more technicals in a game they are ejected for the remainder 
of that game. Intentional fouls handled per WIAA rules. 

Pressing / Man Defense - 

Copper (5th/4th) - no zones and teams can only press (man-to-man) when 
stopped clock is in effect (last 30 seconds of first half and last 2 minutes of 2nd 
half). Help defense that results in momentary double-team is acceptable, but 
trapping and continuous double-teaming is not. 

Bronze (6th/5th) - no zones. Help defense that results in momentary double-
team is acceptable, but trapping and continuous double-teaming is not. 
Teams can press (man-to-man) unless they are ahead by 20+. 

All others - No restrictions except teams ahead by 20+ cannot press.

 Game Rules



Addendum F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COVID-19 Decision Tree formatted for ease of determining what next 
steps to take after staff/coach/athlete presents with symptoms, 

exposure, or COVID-19  
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Individual presenting 
COVID 19 like 

symptoms: (Fever, 
Cough, Shortness of 

Breath)

Has COVID-19 
Test Been 

Conducted?

Achieved 
negative test 

result?

No fever for at least 72 hours (that is three full 
days of no fever without the use medicine that 

reduces fevers)
AND

other symptoms have improved (for example, 
cough or shortness of breath have improved)

Scenario 1: COVID-19 Symptoms

confirmed below 100.4



Individual in close 
contact with 

individual presenting 
COVID-19 like 

symptoms

Body contact, contact 
within 6 feet for 15 
minutes, commutes 

together, lives together 

Scenario 2: Close Contact

Has COVID-19 
Test Been 

Conducted?

Achieved 
negative test 

result?

No fever for at least 72 hours (that is three full 
days of no fever without the use medicine that 

reduces fevers)
AND

other symptoms have improved (for example, 
cough or shortness of breath have improved)

confirmed below 100.4



Scenario 3: Home Environment

Individual 
exposed via 

home 
environment

Has COVID-19 
Test Been 

Conducted?

Achieved 
negative test 

result?

No fever for at least 72 hours (that is three full 
days of no fever without the use medicine that 

reduces fevers)
AND

other symptoms have improved (for example, 
cough or shortness of breath have improved)

confirmed below 100.4



Addendum G 
 

Steps in responding to Staff/Coaches/Athletes who are experiencing symptoms, 
test positive for COVID-19, or are exposed to someone else who has tested 
positive for COVID-19: 
 

1. Email staff/coach/athlete who was exposed, symptomatic, or tested positive 
2. Email support staff regarding staff/coach/athlete who was exposed, has 

symptoms, or tested positive 
3. Email team of staff/coach/athlete of the exposure, symptoms, or positive test 
4. Email venue if symptomatic or positive staff/coach/athlete were present in 

another location than your own 
5. If there is a positive test result, be available to communicate with County Health 

Department and provide roster of all individuals who were exposed to the person 
who tested positive 

6. Support staff/coach/athlete during their quarantine best you can. Check in on 
them, and make sure they have any resources needed (ie. unemployment policy, 
short term disability, Family First Coronavirus Relief Act, etc.) 

a. You can find this strategic approach per the CDC guidance here: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-in-home-patie
nts.htm 
 

b. The CDC's steps to take if you are sick: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sic
k.htm 
 

c. Wisconsin Department of Health COVID-19 Testing next steps and 
results:  https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/publications/p02682.pdf 
 

d. Next steps after close contact with someone who is positive with 
COVID-19: 
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/library/p-02598a.htm 

 
e. Returning from isolation: 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/end-home-isol
ation.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavi
rus%2F2019-ncov%2Fprevent-getting-sick%2Fwhen-its-safe.html 
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Addendum H 
 
Email Templates to respond to Staff/Coaches/Athletes who are experiencing 
symptoms, test positive for COVID-19, or have been exposed to someone else 
who has tested positive for COVID-19 

 
Note: Your local county health department is a great resource to answer any questions that 
pertain to your unique situation.  Please follow their guidance as it relates to your organization 
first.  The templates in Addendum F are supplemental and should be checked by your local 
health department to verify dates and details you apply to your situation. 
 
STAFF/EMPLOYEE - REPORTING SYMPTOMS  
 
Hi [insert employee name here]! I hope you are continuing to feel better! With your report [insert 
date here] of having a couple of the COVID-19 symptoms, here is the policy we need to follow 
per the CDC guidelines: 
 
We are not requiring that you provide a negative COVID-19 test result or healthcare provider’s 
note to return to work.  

Employees with COVID-19 symptoms who have stayed home can stop home isolation and 
return to work when they have met these criteria: 

● The employee can leave home and return to work after these three conditions 
have been met: 

○ The employee has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no 
fever without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of 
breath have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 

As a reminder, here are the CDC's steps to take if you are sick: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html 
 
With your report of symptoms on [insert date here] you may not return to work until [insert date 
here - 10 days after report of symptoms] at the earliest and if you have been fever-free for 3 full 
days. 
 
Please keep me informed on your symptoms and any improvements. I will let you know what 
shifts are available at that time. 
 
We hope you feel better soon! 
Thanks, 
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COACH - REPORTING SYMPTOMS / POSITIVE COVID-19 
 

1. Email to Coach that reports symptoms/COVID 
 
Hi [insert coach name here]! I hope you are continuing to feel better! With your report [insert 
date here] of having a couple of the COVID-19 symptoms, here is the policy we need to follow 
per the CDC guidelines: 
 
We are not requiring that you provide a negative COVID-19 test result or healthcare provider’s 
note to return to work.  

Employees with COVID-19 symptoms who have stayed home can stop home isolation and 
return to work when they have met these criteria: 

● The employee can leave home and return to work after these three conditions 
have been met: 

○ The employee has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no 
fever without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of 
breath have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 

As a reminder, here are the CDC's steps to take if you are sick: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html 
 
With your report of symptoms on [insert date here] you may not return to work until [insert date 
here - 10 days after report of symptoms] at the earliest and if you have been fever-free for 3 full 
days. 
 
Please keep me informed on your symptoms and any improvements. I will let you know what 
shifts are available at that time. 
 
We hope you feel better soon! 
 
Thanks, 
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2. Email to Basketball Director, Basketball Coaches & Staff 

 

Subject: Keeping you Informed - A Coach with Symptoms 

Good afternoon! I am writing to you today to inform you that one of our Basketball coaches 
reported a couple symptoms from our COVID-19 Daily Symptom Assessment [insert date here]. 
Out of an abundance of caution, we immediately asked this coach to self-quarantine for 10 
days.  

The coach will not be returning to coach or work until after [insert date here - 10 days after 
report of symptoms] and if he/she meets all of our "Return to Work" criteria that are based on 
the CDC guidelines. 
 
We remind all of our staff, coaches and instructors to please continue to check your health daily 
and let the HR Director or President know immediately if you have any of the COVID-19 
symptoms: 

● Fever  
● Persistent cough 
● Difficulty breathing 
● Chills 
● Muscle Pain 
● Sore Throat 
● Loss of taste or smell 
● Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
● International travel in the past 14 days 

We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 
can be directed to the HR Director or President. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

3. Email to the Coach’s Team  

Subject: Keeping you Informed - A Coach with Symptoms 

Good afternoon! I am writing to you today to inform you that a coach on your Basketball team 
reported a couple symptoms from our COVID-19 Daily Symptom Assessment  [insert date here]. 
Out of an abundance of caution, we immediately asked this coach to self-quarantine for 10 
days.  

We know you had a socially distanced practice on [insert date here] and our organization will 
continue to follow the socially distant practice plans we have in place. The  [insert facility name 
here] is following all of their sanitizing and social distancing procedures as well. We plan on 
having practice tonight with  [insert alternate coach name here] taking the lead and will continue 
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to follow all of our social distance and sanitizing plans for practice. If you choose not to attend 
practice tonight, we understand. Please mark your availability in the TeamSnap app. 
 
The coach will not be returning to coach until after [insert date here - 10 days after report of 
symptoms] and if he meets all of our "Return to Work" criteria that are based on the CDC 
guidelines. 
 
We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 
can be directed to Lisa Van Wyk or myself at team@blaze365.com. 
 
Thanks, 
 
 

4. Email to Practice Facility 

Subject: Keeping you Informed - A Coach with Symptoms 

Hi! I wanted to let you know that a coach on one of our teams reported a couple symptoms from 
our COVID-19 Daily Symptom Assessment on [insert date here]. Out of an abundance of 
caution, we immediately asked this coach to self-quarantine for 10 days. This coach did coach a 
practice at the Champion Center on  [insert date and time here]. He will not be returning to 
coach until after [insert date here - 10 days after report of symptoms] and if he meets all of our 
"Return to Work" criteria that are based on the CDC guidelines. 

 
We will keep you posted if there is any additional information to share. Let us know if you have 
any questions. 

 
Thanks, 
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ATHLETE - REPORTING SYMPTOMS 
 

1. Email to Athlete/Parent of Athlete that reports symptoms/COVID 
 
Hi [insert athlete/parent name]! We are sorry to hear that [insert athlete name] isn't feeling well! 
Thank you for contacting [insert coach name] to let her/him know about [insert athlete name] 
symptoms. With your report [insert date here] of [insert athlete name] having a couple of the 
COVID-19 symptoms that started on [insert date here], here is the policy we need to follow per 
the CDC guidelines: 
  

We are not requiring that you provide a negative COVID-19 test result or healthcare provider’s 
note to return to play.  

Athletes with COVID-19 symptoms who have stayed home can stop home isolation and return 
to play when they have met ALL three of these criteria: 

● The athlete can leave home and return to play after these three conditions have 
been met: 

○ The athlete has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no 
fever without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of 
breath have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 
As a reminder, here are the CDC's steps to take if you are sick: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html 
  

With your report of symptoms starting on [insert date here] you may not return to Blaze 
basketball practices and/or trainings until [insert date here - 10 days after report of symptoms] 
(10 days from the start of your symptoms) at the earliest and if you have been fever-free for 3 
full days. 
  

Please keep your coach informed on your symptoms and any improvements. 
 
We will notify your team that an athlete on the team is experiencing COVID-19 symptoms, but 
we will not mention your name. 
  

We hope [insert athlete name] feels better soon! 
  

Thanks, 
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2. Email to Basketball Director and Basketball Coaches of Athlete’s Team  

Subject: Keeping you Informed - An Athlete with Symptoms - [insert team name here] 

Good morning! I am writing to you today to inform you that one of the athletes on your  [insert 
team name here] team reported a couple symptoms from our COVID-19 Daily Symptom 
Assessment [insert date here]. The symptoms started on [insert date here]. The athlete last 
attended Blaze basketball practice on [insert date here]. 

The athlete will not be returning to practice until after [insert date here - 10 days after report of 
symptoms] and if she/he meets all of our "Return to Play" criteria that are based on the CDC 
guidelines. 
 
The athlete was communicated to today regarding our "Return to Play" policy. I will be notifying 
the rest of the [insert team name here] team that a player has COVID-19 symptoms but I will be 
keeping the athlete's name confidential. I ask that you please keep the athlete's name 
confidential as well. 
  
We remind all of our coaches to please continue to check your health daily and let the HR 
Director or President know immediately if you have any of the COVID-19 symptoms: 

● Fever 
● Persistent cough 
● Difficulty breathing 
● Chills 
● Muscle Pain 
● Sore Throat 
● Loss of taste or smell 
● Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
● International travel in the past 14 days 

 
Please also remind your athletes to stay home if they are experiencing any of the COVID-19 
symptoms. Please remind them to notify you, the coach, if they are experiencing any COVID-19 
symptoms. 
 
We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 
can be directed to the HR Director or President. 
 
Thank you, 
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3. Email to the Athlete’s Team  

Subject: Keeping you Informed - An Athlete with Symptoms 

Good morning! I am writing to you today to inform you that an athlete on your [insert team name 
here] team reported a couple symptoms from our COVID-19 Daily Symptom Assessment  [insert 
date here]. The symptoms started on  [insert date here]. The athlete last attended [insert team 
name here] practice on  [insert date here]. 

The athlete will not be returning to practice until after [insert date here - 10 days after report of 

symptoms] and if she meets all of our "Return to Play" criteria that are based on the CDC 
guidelines. 

Athletes with COVID-19 symptoms who have stayed home can stop home isolation and return 
to play when they have met ALL three of these criteria: 

○ The athlete has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no fever 
without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of breath 
have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 
 
We remind all of our athletes to please continue to check your health daily and let your coach 
know immediately if you have any of the COVID-19 symptoms: 

● Fever 
● Persistent cough 
● Difficulty breathing 
● Chills 
● Muscle Pain 
● Sore Throat 
● Loss of taste or smell 
● Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
● International travel in the past 14 days 
 
We require that you stay home from practice if you are experiencing any of the 

COVID-19 symptoms. 
We know you had a socially distanced practice on  [insert date here] and our 

organization will continue to follow the socially distant practice plans we have in place. The 
Community First Champion Center is following all of their sanitizing and social distancing 
procedures as well. 
 We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any 
questions can be directed to  {DIRECTOR} or myself at (EMAIL). Thanks, 
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4. Email to Practice Facility 

Subject: Keeping you Informed - An Athlete with Symptoms 

Hi! I wanted to let you know that an athlete on one of our Wisconsin Blaze basketball teams 
reported a couple symptoms from our COVID-19 Daily Symptom Assessment to us today. The 
symptoms started on  [insert date here]. The athlete last attended practice at the  [insert practice 
facility name here] on  [insert date here]. We immediately asked this athlete to self-quarantine 
for 10 days. This athlete will not be returning to practice until [insert date here - 10 days after 
report of symptoms] and if he/she meets all of our "Return to Play" criteria that are based on the 
CDC guidelines.  

We will keep you posted if there is any additional information to share. Let us know if you have 
any questions. 

  
Thanks, 
 

 
5. Email to All Basketball Coaches 

Good morning {Blaze} basketball coaches! I am writing to you today to inform you that one of 

the athletes on the [insert team name here] team reported a couple symptoms from our 
COVID-19 Daily Symptom Assessment today. The symptoms started on  [insert date here]. The 
athlete last attended Blaze basketball practice at the Champion Center on  [insert date here]. 

The athlete will not be returning to practice until after [insert date here - 10 days after report of 

symptoms] and if he/she meets all of our "Return to Play" criteria that are based on the CDC 

guidelines. 

  

The athlete was communicated to today regarding our "Return to Play" policy. I notified the rest 

of the [insert team name here] team that a player has COVID-19 symptoms but I will be keeping 

the athlete's name confidential. I ask that you please keep the athlete's name confidential as 

well. 

  

We remind all of our coaches to please continue to check your health daily and let the HR 

Director or President know immediately if you have any of the COVID-19 symptoms: 

● Fever 
● Persistent cough 
● Difficulty breathing 
● Chills 
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● Muscle Pain 
● Sore Throat 
● Loss of taste or smell 
● Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
● International travel in the past 14 days 

  

Please also remind the athletes on your teams to stay home if they are experiencing any of the 

COVID-19 symptoms. Please remind them to notify you, the coach, if they are experiencing any 

COVID-19 symptoms. 

  

We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 

can be directed to the HR Director or President. 

  
Thank you, 
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ATHLETE - REPORTING POSITIVE COVID-19 TEST 
 

1. il to Athlete/Parent of Athlete that reports symptoms/COVID 
 
Hi [insert athlete/parent name]! We are sorry to hear that [insert athlete name] tested positive for 
COVID-19. Thank you for contacting [insert coach name] to let her/him know about [insert 
athlete name] symptoms. With your report [insert date here] of [insert athlete name] having a 
couple of the COVID-19 symptoms that started on [insert date here], here is the policy we need 
to follow per the CDC guidelines: 
  

We are not requiring that you provide a negative COVID-19 test result or healthcare provider’s 
note to return to play.  

Athletes with COVID-19 symptoms who have stayed home can stop home isolation and return 
to play when they have met ALL three of these criteria: 

● The athlete can leave home and return to play after these three conditions have 
been met: 

○ The athlete has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no 
fever without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of 
breath have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 
 

As a reminder, here are the CDC's steps to take if you are sick: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html 
  

With your report of symptoms starting on [insert date here] you may not return to Blaze 
basketball practices and/or trainings until [insert date here - 10 days after report of symptoms] 
(10 days from the start of your symptoms) at the earliest and if you have been fever-free for 3 
full days. 
  

Please keep your coach informed on your symptoms and any improvements. 
 
We will notify your team that an athlete on the team is experiencing COVID-19 symptoms, but 
we will not mention your name. 
  

We hope [insert athlete name] feels better soon! 
  

Thanks, 
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2. Email to Basketball Director and Basketball Coaches of Athlete’s Team  

Subject: Keeping you Informed - An Athlete Tested Positive for COVID-19 - [insert team name 
here] 

Good morningI am writing to you today to inform you that one of the athletes on your [insert 
team name here] team tested positive for COVID-19. The symptoms started on [insert date 
here]. The athlete last attended Blaze basketball practice on [insert date here]. 

The Outagamie Public Health Department reached out to Blaze [insert date here]. They 
informed us that the athlete's incubation period started on [insert date here - 2 days before the 
symptoms started] and therefore all athletes and coaches that attended the practice on [insert 
date here] must be quarantined at home for 14 days from [insert date here - incubation period]. 

Therefore you cannot attend any Wisconsin Blaze team practices nor can you visit Blaze 
Sports & Fitness to work and/or train. 

A coach can return to practice and/or train and/or work at Blaze on  [insert date here - 14 
days from incubation date]. ALL three of these criteria must also be met per the CDC: 

○ The coach has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no fever 
without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of 
breath have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 
  
We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 
can be directed to the HR Director or President. 
  
Thank you, 
 
 

3. Email to the Athlete’s Team  

Subject: Keeping you Informed - An Athlete Tested Positive for COVID-19 

Good afternoon! I am writing to you today to inform you that an athlete on your [insert team 
name here] team tested positive for COVID-19.  The symptoms started on [insert date here]. 
The athlete last attended practice on [insert date here]. 

The Outagamie Public Health Department reached out to Blaze today. They informed us that 
the athlete's incubation period started on [insert date here - 2 days before the symptoms started] 
and therefore all athletes on the team that she was in contact with on [insert date here] must be 
quarantined at home for 14 days from [insert date here - incubation date]. 
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Therefore [insert team name here] practice will be CANCELLED on [insert date here] and [insert 
date here]. 

An athlete can return to practice on [insert date here - 14 days from incubation date] if he/she 
has met ALL three of these criteria per the CDC: 

○ The athlete has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no fever 
without the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of breath 
have improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 
 

*You will each receive a call from the Outagamie County Health Department.* 
 
We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 
can be directed to {DIRECTOR} or myself at (EMAIL). 
  

Thanks, 
 
 

4. Email to Practice Facility 

Subject: Keeping you Informed - An Athlete with COVID-19 

Hi! I wanted to let you know that an athlete on one of our Wisconsin Blaze basketball teams 
tested positive for COVID-19 today. The symptoms started on [insert date here]. The athlete last 
attended practice at the [insert facility name here] on [insert date here] on [insert court number 
here]. Because the athlete was in direct contact with her team on [insert date here], the entire 
team will be quarantined for 14 days from [insert date here - 2 days before symptoms started - 
incubation date]. Therefore we are cancelling this team’s practices on [insert date here] and 
[insert date here]. The athletes on the team will not be returning to practice until [insert date 
here - 14 days from incubation date] and if each of them meets all of our "Return to Play" criteria 
that are based on the CDC guidelines.  

We will keep you posted if there is any additional information to share. Let us know if you have 
any questions. 

  
Thanks, 
 

 
5. Email to All Blaze Basketball Coaches 

Good afternoon Blaze basketball coaches! I am writing to you today to inform you that one of 
the athletes on the [insert team name here] team tested positive for COVID-19. The symptoms 
started on [insert date here]. The athlete last attended practice at the Champion Center on 
[insert date here]. 
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The Outagamie Public Health Department reached out to Blaze today. They informed us that 
the athlete's incubation period started on [insert date here - 2 days before symptoms started] 
and therefore all athletes on the team that she was in contact with on [insert date here] must be 
quarantined at home for 14 days from [insert date here - incubation date]. 

We contacted the athletes on the [insert team name here] team by phone and email today to 
notify them of the positive test result and to cancel their practices on [insert date here] and 
[insert date here]. 

All of the athletes on the [insert team name here] team will be contacted by the Public Health 
Department and informed that they will need to quarantine at home for 14 days since they were 
in direct contact with someone who tested positive. 

An athlete can return to practice on [insert date here - 14 days from incubation date] if he/she 
has met ALL three of these criteria per the CDC: 

○ The athlete has had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is, 3 full days of no fever without 
the use medicine that reduces fevers) 
AND 

○ respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of breath have 
improved) 
AND 

○ at least 10 days have passed since their symptoms first appeared 
  
We remind all of our coaches to please continue to check your health daily and let the HR 
Director or President know immediately if you have any of the COVID-19 symptoms: 

● Fever 
● Persistent cough 
● Difficulty breathing 
● Chills 
● Muscle Pain 
● Sore Throat 
● Loss of taste or smell 
● Close contact with positively tested or suspected COVID-19 patient 
● International travel in the past 14 days 

  
Please also remind the athletes on your teams to stay home if they are experiencing any of the 
COVID-19 symptoms. Please remind them to notify you, the coach, if they are experiencing any 
COVID-19 symptoms. 
 
Please continue to have your athletes sanitize their hands upon arrival at practice and at the 
end of practice. 
  
We will continue to communicate with you and share any additional information. Any questions 
can be directed to the HR Director or President. 
  
Thank you,  
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Version Updates 

5/10/20 - Version 2 

p. 13 - mandatory - stay at home - reference symptoms below  
p. 13 - best practice - expand symptom checker, and lower fever limit to 99.5 
p. 15 optional - expand symptom checker, and lower fever limit to 99.5 
p. 17 best practice - expand symptom checker, and lower fever limit to 99.5 
p. 18 mandatory - expand symptom checker, and lower fever limit to 99.5 - created a 
more concise sentence: Review guidelines for all roles described in the SMART Start 
plan 
p. 19 best practice - expand symptom checker, and lower fever limit to 99.5 
p. 23 - expansion of answers in symptom assessment 

5/15/2020 - Version 3 
 
p. 5-8 - Tables and graphs as well as calculations referring to those tables and graphs 
were updated with current data as of May 15, 2020. 
p. 6 - Included paragraph on survival rate and number of survivors. 
p. 5-9 - Content was updated to display May 14, 2020 data 
p. 11-19 - Roles and responsibilities were more clearly defined according to White 
House and Wisconsin Badger Bounce Back Plan phases to allow for a stepwise 
approach to opening up. Businesses can open if they prove their ability to implement 
recommended safety measures. 
 
5/21/2020 - Version 4 
 
p. 25-26 - Liability Waiver section first paragraph additional language was added for 
COVID-19 and any other infectious diseases regarding the participant certifying they are 
not experiencing any symptoms related to COVID-19, or any other infectious disease. 
Final language states: “I understand that I am choosing to enter this place of business 
and am undertaking a course of fitness and/or sports training that will involve risks, that 
include, but not limited to, intense physical activity and exertion, and contracting 
COVID-19, and other infectious diseases. By signing this Agreement, I certify that I am 
in good health, and am not experiencing any symptoms related to COVID-19, or any 
other infectious disease.” 
 
6/12/2020 - Version 5 
 
Fever limit updated on all pages referencing fever and resources such as waivers. 
Fever was changed from 99.4 to 100.4 according to CDC updated documentation.  
p. 30 - Added Addendum E: Wisconsin Impact Risk Mitigation for Basketball 
Tournament 
p. 32 - Added Addendum F: COVID -19 Decision Tree 
p. 36 - Added Addendum G: Communication Plan in response to staff/coach/athlete 
exuding symptoms, exposed to COVID-19, or tests positive for COVID-19 
p. 37 - Added Addendum H: Email templates in response to symptoms, exposure, 
positive test 
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